Simple directed trees  by Johnson, R.H.
up to isomorphism by their demi-degrees 
in this note the problem of determinin those graphs w ich are deter- 
up ta is~rno~~is~~~ by their dem grees is discussed. 
e main result cant 
irected and without multiple 
ere X is a iinite 
is a eet ofdemi- 
efinition. Let G be a graph arr$ assume s, .L z, w are distinct points of 
V(G) such that ((A,, _J+) = XJ’ and I: :, v-9) = w are in A(G) but (x, w) = SW 
and Tz, ,*) = Ic_ v are not isl,4(G). A DLW~~Y t to G is the replacement of 
XJ and tw by xw mb r_v. The a+~v ~myh so obtained is denoted by rC. 
If in rC. xw and ZJJ are replaced by .U_Y and zw this transfer is denoted 
y t-l. 
It should be cfear that G = t- ’ 6. Further, G alnd tG have the same 
demi-dcgrees. More important, *,.I G 001”:verse of the latter is also true, 
namely, if two graphs have the s:lme dlemi-degrees then they Cr@re~ by a 
finite sequence of transfers. Berge i I] attempts a proof of this ‘but his 
rn~t~~d requires transfers whk i I may create multiple arcs (since he de- 
letes all arcs in common at the outset). Fulkerson et al. [ 21 have given 
in the undir&ed case. Thus for completeness a proof af the 
sume thait V(G) = V(Hl= {xl, . . . -:& Let A, B be the adjacen- 
spectively. Since C, Ii belong to the same de- 
let C=A -- I?. en foranyi,jE{l 7 l *et ~1 ~1: have C’ij E ~-1,0,1) 
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ASSUIllilng s hmediatdy by (1 ) that there exist 
, . . . , /I)- SW~I that cji = 1. Cki = ‘- I. Again by ( 1) there is an 
, . . . . pj such that (Tkl = i p) such that 
We proceed in this a sequence @f the 
rnately +1 and - 1. 
c dso reqriiPe in constru t ail terms but the 
first and the last be dist ot both end terms 
then (I-, s) + (21, v). Notice n d as the adjacency 
matrix of ZI directed gr , with vertex set (XI, . . . . x& where each node 
has as many arcs entcri g. Hence any such sequence starting 
at the node s, if continued as far as possible, must end at X. We can then 
assume that the next to last term f the sequence has the form Ci, = - 1. 
Now cansider the “rectangle” I’. Cki, ckr and Cr. There are three 
cases accrrding as whether Gil is -- 1, 0, or - 1. 
ChStr 1 *“Gil = -.-1. In this case Y~_x=,.. _Y~.Y~ are in A(G) but not in A(N) 
and .xkxj, xisI are in A(10 but not in A(G). Hence the transfer t, in G’, 
of xixi and sksf for .+=vi and .I-~.Q yields a matrix C’ = A, --- B, where 
Cl is the srame as c-except the entries C& Cij, &, Cl, are all zero. Hence 
Xii IC:jl c Sij ICijl l 
cm? 2: ci/ = 0. if aiss Ail = RJ = 0, then the same transfer as per Case 
1 cm be made since .Y,+ 4 A(G) and now C’ is the same as C except 
c’ 1. *t t =ckj=(ki=OandCij = 1. If’, 011 the other hand. Ai/ = 1, Bj/ = +l, 
&n we make 3 transfer t in t1 bv replacing xi-XI and + Xi by -opt and 
.Y&..Yp If c.’ = .A - B,, then this 6’ is exactly the same as Cl obtained in 
the first part of this case. 
G.&Q? 3: Cij = +I. In this case we can replace the sequence CiiC~~C$~+~. 
(;.,.Cij by the shorter sequence CilCh/ . . . C’irCj/* e now apply the’method 
of Case I and Case 2 to the new sequence to obtain the desired Cl or a 
shorter sequence. Hence it is clear that we get the desired Ci at some 
if the sequence is shortened to five te s then the fourth term 
e sequence n,ust be - 1. 
Definitkn. If C is ii graph then the ct~t~erse of 6, denoted by G’, has 
t”(G) = V(G) but (x. JJ) E A(G) if and only if (v, x) E ,4(C) (i.e., G’ is 
u&&xxi fronts G brv reversing the arcs of G). 
f. First, if f is a transfer of G then there is an ious carrespand- 
ing transfer t’ of G’ and conversely. W t the converse of 
tG is t’C’, i.e., (G)’ = G. In generat ‘)C 1’ = (ti 9 l *.g t;) C’, 
here the t; correspond to the ti. Now note that CS % G if and only if 
e;c E?!! (“I G’ so that in general (tl ! 0 . ..* t1 ,)G % (L 1 0 ..s+t2$)G if and 
ORly if (ti,* *...a t;,,)G’ 2Z (f;,l L...Q ti,$ )‘G’. Let ;s:“s be thi set af realiza- 
tions of the demidegrees of G and G’ respectively. By Theorem t each 
element of S has the form (t, 0 . . . 0 t,)G. Finally, using the above, we 
no& that the mapping(t+.+G -J, (tio...ot;)G” isa one-to-one onto 
map of S iwto 4s. 
Corollary. G is simple if and only if C’ is simple. 
e now turn to the consideration of sir ple trees. We recall that a 
chain [x,... _ Y, 1 of G is a collection of arcs where for each i = 1, . ..* N 
exactly one of the arcs (x~_~. xi), (xiv A-~_ 1) is in the collection and no 
others are in the collection. Also the length of the chain [x0 . . . s,J is 
n, and a simple chain uses no arc twice. 
e idea of the proof is to find a transfer t which crests a cycle 
2 tT, since tTis not a tree. Let [-rO .. . x5] be a simple chain of 
IYx3, replace x3.x4 and .x0.x i by s j..q , xQs4, g Sting a triangle. If 
4 then, assuming q .v3 , transfer x0 xl and x2x3 for x2x 1 
etting a cycle of te a If X3-$2 62 A(C) we proceed in % 
simiiar fashion. We F;ave been assuming s2 E ITq and if x1 E lT.u, a like 
argument can be used. 
Finally, if the tree has a chain of length greater than five, then it 
clearly has a path of length five, so th;lt the lemma is obtained. 
Thus, simple trees have chains of iength of at most four. What must 
they look like? Suppose that a tree T has a simple chain C = [x~x~x~.x+Q]. 
Assume that G has three arcs in the “same direction”. For example, 
suppose C consists of x0x1, .+v2, x3+ x3X4. The transfer of x3x4’and 
.x0x t for ,yO-v4 and .~+~..q yields a trian le (see Fig. I). 
Similar transfers can be made in all other cases in which C has at least 
three ares in the “same direction”. 
Finally, if C has two consecutive arcs in the “same direction”, then it 
can be verified that one can either make a transfer to get three arcs in 
the same direction or to get a triangle. This leads to the following lemma. 
roof. The 
(b) are the 
ow le 
lemma follows directly from the above remxks si 
only possibilities that were not eliminated. 
ain C= [XoX~X2X3X4] Of type 
Fig, 2. 
have eithler x2 E I’x or .x E I’xz. If x2 E I’x then it can be vefified 
t no o!:her paint is adjacent o x. If x E I”c2 then there may k a 
oint x1 with x E Ik’ but in this case we must have I?.u* = (x), I’r = 8, 
0. Hence vye are now in a posJtion to say that i? 7‘ is simple 
hain of type (a), it must Iie among trtses of the form i.n 
re generally the above figure lean be x-drawn in the fa 
ition. A graph of the type in Fig. 3 or tiie converse of such a graph 
snore that an)7 of r, s and t may be zero) ii!; called a di-Gkzp graph. 
f’. Using Lemma It and taking the converse of those graphs which 
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Fig. 4. 
contain a chain of type (al it follows that those &r;ipbs w 
a chain of type (b d are simple are among converses o
graphs found in F 3. Further, if a simple tree has no path of length 
greater than three must be a di=Giap ph with one or more of 
r, s and t (in Fig. 3) equal to zero. Thus it now follows from the remarks 
preceding the definition of di=Giap graph that any simple tree must be 
of the type in Fig. 3 or its converse. ix., any simple tree is a diGiap 
graph. 
For the converse it is trivial that any transfer of a di-Gap graph yieHds 
an isomorphic copy. In the only transfers defim d merely interchange 
pendant vertices. This proves the theorem. 
For completeness we note that the trees shown in Fig. 5 are the 
simple trees with chains of length one, two or three. 
Fig. 5. 
t is instructive to compare the above res 
eferences 
